
◆ CRAFT for GIFT & DIALOGUE 
“Simple and beautiful object that we use every day, and both gentlemen and 

ladies would enjoy creating it, and we become happy when presented with it;” 

this is the conclusion of our discussion on choosing the object of craft. 

So, we will discuss and choose the concrete object on the first meeting 4/24.. 
 

Our leaders are experts who help the beginners kindly, both in  
 

After the disaster 3-11 we made gifts of support and send them with prayer to the Himawari  
Children’s Workshop in Kesenuma, tsunami area. Ms. ITOH Junko, the leader, distributed them   
among the children. An individual member keeps supporting them by ordering the “support  
cookies” every month to offer for tea in various group meetings. 
 

If you would like to join our CRAFT meeting,  we are always happy to welcome you.  

Please apply at the Lunch-time Lecture, as we prepare the materials for you.  
 

INFO 

◆Place Friend Peace House 13：00～14：30   w. refreshments 

◆Fee  We announce the fee separately, as the materials have different prices. 

※Please apply early as we close when the number is full, even before the deadline.

Please reserve your seat. → FAX ０７５－７０１－３３６１ SUMIYA. 

 
Date Facilitators Object 

 

◆Date 

  April 24 (Wed) 

 13：00～14：30   

 

◆Apply at the  

  Lunch reception 

  April 3 (Wed) 

 

Ms. UENISHI Tomiko   

Ms. TOKUTAKA Fumiko 
 

 

Let’s discuss and decide the object 

to create, stated as above. 

 

◆Date 

  May 29  (Wed) 

 13：00～14：30    

 

◆Apply at the  

  Lunch reception 

  May 8 (Wed) 

 

Ms. UENISHI Tomiko   

Ms. TOKUTAKA Fumiko 

 

We create the object we decided.. 

. 

We learn the basic pattern and apply 

it to the variations. 

 

◆Date 

 June 26  (Wed) 

13：00～14：30    

 

◆Apply at the  

  Lunch reception 

  June 5 (Wed) 

 

Ms. UENISHI Tomiko   

Ms. TOKUTAKA Fumiko 
 

 

 

We create the object we decided.. 

. 

We learn the basic pattern and apply 

it to the variations. 

 

◆English haiku poem 
Both a beginner and an established poet will enjoy the expert guidance of Mr. Stephen GILL, 

poet, BBC script writer and Ikeishi artist. Bilingual. 

The 2nd Thursday 17：45 ～ 19：30 at the Friend Peace House. Holidays are announced in 

the class. Info: KEIKO YURUGI ０７５－７７１－９３３８ （After ２０：００, please.） 


